Ford f 150 2013

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Everything we do is driven by YOU! Hillsdale, MI. Thank you for your interest in one of
C3Auto. Please continue for more information regarding this Ford F XL with 72,mi. The F XL has
been lightly driven and there is little to no wear and tear on this vehicle. The care taken on this
gently used vehicle is reflective of the 72,mi put on this Ford. Just what you've been looking for.
With quality in mind, this vehicle is the perfect addition to take home. More information about
the Ford F Ford claims class-leading fuel economy, as well as best-in-class towing and
horsepower for both its base V6 engine as well as both of the available V8s. Ford also says that
it's the only automaker to offer a 6-speed automatic transmission across its entire model lineup.
The F also offers electric power steering, which saves fuel and gives an improved steering feel.
Across the lineup, the F carries through with the full redesign that the truck received for ; since
then, the F's very purposeful, upright instrument panel and vastly upgraded interior materials
have stood out in this very competitive class. Interesting features of this model are wide range
of models for all budgets, tastes and needs, class-leading towing and payload capacities,
available luxury features, and Powerful and efficient powertrain lineup. You don't see deals like
this every day. Ford claims class-leading fuel economy, as well as best-in-class towing and
horsepower for both its base V6 engine as well as both of the available V8s.. We've taken the
time to do a background check on this truck and the CarFax Title History report says it's worthy.
Come by today to see this one in person. A real stump puller! The keyless entry system is really
convenient. This vehicle includes: satellite radio ready, anti-theft system, aluminum wheels,
cruise control and low tire pressure warning. The Smart Family would like to thank you for the
opportunity to assist in the purchase of your next new vehicle. For over years the Smart family
has been family owned and operated business in the heart of central Arkansas. Offering the
highest level of customer service and an outstanding purchase experience has allowed our year
tradition. We look forward to serving you and thanks again for shopping Smart. Looking for a
Ford F that is in great condition inside and out? Take a look at this beauty. Added comfort with
contemporary style is the leather interior to heighten the quality and craftsmanship for the Ford
F Lariat. If, upon choosing the road less traveled you find yourself lost, relax and remember this
beautiful car has navigation. Strengths of this model include wide range of models for all
budgets, tastes and needs, class-leading towing and payload capacities, available luxury
features, and Powerful and efficient powertrain lineup. Wholesale Prices Available to Public
now! Lowest Prices in the Market All our vehicles smoged, safety and available for buyer's
mechanic inspection. We have financing available for all our vehicles, we have more banks with
the best rates available for everyone. We provide Carfax history reports for all our vehicles.
Promotions- Offers are limited time only. Check the expiration dates prior to purchase. To
ensure your complete satisfaction, We strongly advise, as it is your responsibility to verify with
the dealer that all the details listed, including complete vehicle specification and price are
accurate. Please call or email. Financing- We finance anyone O. On approved down payment.
Rates as low as 3. TEXT Please call us!!! It is equipped with a 6 Speed Automatic transmission.
It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. COM for more information. The Ford F
Regular Cab offers beautiful upholstery inside and a nice white color outside, a handsome
shape, and good cargo space, ho-hum performance gives it one of the top in the class. The F is
powered by V6, 3. No accident and no damage, clean title and only 1 owner! This vehicle is
located at our Waterford Dealership! We Accept All Trade-Ins!!! We Buy Cars!!! One of the finest
car dealerships in NJ! We have a vast inventory for you to choose from. Let our knowledgeable
service and finance experts help you get behind the wheel of the perfect vehicle that suits all of
your lifestyle needs! We Finance everyone! No credit, good credit, or bad credit, any credit
situation - we will find a vehicle for you. We accept all trade-ins! Please feel free to contact our
Sales Team for availability and location We don't charge any hiding fees and we have great
warranty's for you to choose from. Our Hours of operation are 9 am - 7 pm Monday through
Saturday. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes! Mid
Equipment Group 5. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and
forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and
conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Buy with confidence, this vehicle is
AutoNation Certified and comes with a 90 Day or 4, mile warranty at no additional charge. Our
Certified technicians preform a point safety inspection on every vehicle we offer. All of our
Pre-Owned vehicles are backed by a 5 day mile money back guarantee. We specialize in all
types of finance options for every type of credit history. All trade-ins accepted including
motorcycles, no year or mile restrictions! Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed
to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or
disease. The vehicle is Oxford White with a Black Leather interior. It is offered with a full factory
warranty. XLT trim. We are a family-owned local dealer serving Arizona since If you prefer a

no-nonsense, no-pressure approach you have come to the right place! Check out our brand new
showroom and client lounge with free wifi, HDTV, children's play area, beverages, and
concession machines. Pre-Owned Vehicles Second key, floor mats, and owner's manual may
not be included with Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim
engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior
to purchase. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes and all
new tires! Luxury Equipment Group 3. We spend a lot of time checking the price of every
vehicle. We did a Point Inspection on this vehicle to ensure you receive a Worry-Free Purchase
Experience based on what they are actually selling for in the Market. You will enjoy our
stress-free, haggle-free sales process! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 11, Manual 2. Cylinders 6 cylinders 8, 8 cylinders 3, Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Price
Drop. Check Availability. No accidents. Five Star Dealer. Close AutoNation Ford St. New Listing.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 24, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I did read all of the reviews. Some
were good, some not so much. It is now late February The truck as been amazing. Power is
incredible. Reliability is second to none. I have just shy of 25k on it, and it has been dealer
maintained. The only drawbacks my opinion are 1. The driver seat - Wish it was more
comfortable. Steering wheel - Why not telescoping? Besides that, it is amazing. If I give it too
much gas below 25 mph, tires burn out early lesson learned. Fuel economy in pure city around
17mpg. Way more inside room especially backseat leg room than wife's. Read more. Read less.
Sign Up. A vehicle with a long tradition of quality and performance, the Ford F delivers all the
features and options befitting a large pickup of its class. Several models with varying features
are available to suit the needs of any consumer, including the luxury Platinum model which
offers all the amenities one could want. An excellent work vehicle, the Ford F is also practical
for everyday driving as it offers a comfortable ride and can seat up to six passengers when
properly configured. This year's F also offers the usual excellent towing capacity, with optional
upgrades to enhance this feature. Coming with a solid list of standard features, an assortment
of great options and packages are available as well. Ford adds the new upmarket Limited trim
level this year: unique inch wheels, box-side lettering, full-grain leather, and high-quality trim
pieces. The Ford F is distinguished for its classic styling, including such prominent exterior
features as a power dome hood and oversized Ford badge. Its large grille and slab sides
accentuate the muscular style consumers in this market are looking for in a full-size pickup.
Getting away from the softer look it took on in the nineties, the Ford F looks as macho as ever. It
is available in a regular cab, the SuperCab, or the four-door Super Crew. The F can be fitted with
either a 5. Dual rear wheels are also available with the eight-foot box, which augments the F's
towing capacity. Equipped with standard inch wheels, inch and inch wheels are available as
options as well. A trailer hitch receiver is also a standard features on the Ford F Exterior options
to spruce up the vehicle's exterior include power moon roof, rear parking sensors, PowerScope
towing mirrors, and tubular side steps or running boards. The Ford F is just as tough looking on
the inside. Featuring boxy outlines and an upright dash, the cabin is well laid out, with controls
that are intuitive to use and gauges that are easy to read. Various trims offer a more luxurious
arrangement, the Platinum and Limited in particular. The F includes a roomy interior, and offers
a choice of a front bench seat for three or bucket seats. The bench seat offers the option of an
under-seat storage compartment and the bucket seats offers an available spacious center
console large enough to fit a laptop computer. The upper trim levels such as the Lariat, King
Ranch, Platinum, and Limited get MyFord Touch, which features an eight-inch touchscreen in
the center of the dashboard. The other trims receive a new 4. The upgraded Lariat trim level
features several additional goodies in its interior, including cooled and heated front seats with
power and memory. Standard equipment includes air-conditioning and tilt and telescopic
steering wheel. Interior options include navigation system, LCD display of fuel economy
information as well as other details, and power-adjustable pedals. Cruise control comes
equipped as a standard feature on all but the XL model. The Ford F includes all the basic safety
features one would expect, such as four-wheel, anti-lock brakes, and electronic stability system
with roll stability control, and traction control. The F includes front-seat side-impact airbags and
side curtain airbags as standard equipment as well. Rear parking sensors and a rearview
camera can also be outfitted on the F as options. Seeing no structural changes this year, crash
test scores are expected to be the same. Last year the F Super Crew received an overall score
of four out of five stars from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, with three stars
for frontal impact and five stars for side impact tests. This same vehicle was also awarded the
designation as a Top Safety Pick by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, getting top

scores in several categories. Overall, the Ford F packs a great performance no matter how the
pickup is equipped, however this performance can be tweaked in a number of ways depending
on the needs of the consumer. Offering lots of versatility in terms of its capabilities, several
engines are available for the vehicle. Ford has been actively pushing the newer six-cylinder
engines for the F as they can be just a powerful as some of the V-8 predecessors equipped on
models in the past, with better fuel economy. To start with, there is a 3. It produces an ample
horsepower and lb-ft of torque. It runs quite smoothly and is fairly powerful for the average
truck buyer, though it doesn't leave much room for towing power. Next is a turbocharged
version of this engine which makes a better horsepower and lb-ft of torque. Towing capacity
with this engine stands at an impressive 11, pounds. The 5. Finally there is the hefty 6. More
power means less fuel economy. A six-speed, automatic transmission is standard across the
lineup, and all but the 4. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The
actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills,
so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Ford F Expert Review motortrendauthor.
Expand All Sum Up. Dodge Ram Chevrolet Silverado All Model Years Reliability indicates how
models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold
up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information
available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest
subscriber survey of Ford F owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents
experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers,
rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. This was part of a collective
electronic problem. Several lights came on at once. Service resolved and reset. The transducer
failed so the brake pressure was incorrect reading psi when no brake is applied. Decided not to
repair and operate with old fashioned non ABS braking. It was fixed correctly under warranty".
Front routers never changed. Dealer advised previously that front brake assembly totally
changed. Ford said Could not turn them to straighten". Replaced all 4 rotors and pads for the
first time at that time. Replaced both rear calipers last year atleast one was sticking a bit and
just did the front left one now at km because the outside pad on this wheel was almost metal on
metal. None of the calipers were sticking bad enough to smell notably bad, just enough to cause
wear on pads and have the occasional typical smell. Note that there have never been any caliper
pin issues , they always move freely". The brake pads were falling apart as a result and caused
uneven ware on the rotors. All items had to be replaced". I had NOT experienced a problem. The
recall is the reason I had this part replaced. Without the recall I would not have taken it in to the
dealership. So, don't let my answer skew the results I just responed to a recall issued by Ford.
Thank you". Took in under extended warranty - dealer replaced the master cylinder and would
not release the truck to me until they were able to receive the part a several days later. The
master cylinder had failed. Interesting stock delay! Pulsating present from beginning. At about
40K miles dealership recommended replacing front brakes and shaving front discs. Pulsating
disappeared after that. Brakes then repaired by independent shop". Felt the brakes must have
needed changed or they would not have done it. I would pump it several time and it would
eventually disengage, but evidently it was ultimately only partially disengaged. The dealership
replaced major components of the emergency brake, and when that didn't solve the issue, the
entire emergency brake was replaced. This was one of many systems that were faulty and gave
many drivers issues". This happened at 20, km but beyond warranty. I've worn through two sets
of OEM pads on the front. The last time the front pads were replaced, one of the rotors had to be
replaced as well because the pad became dislodged from it mounting and got wedged between
the rotor and the caliper. May have been an assembly problem, or the clips that hold the pad in
place may have broken, but either way the pad life was less than satisfactory. No warning. Had
to replace calipers and one rotor, others machined to their limits already. The first set just wore
out. In less than 12, miles the rear brakes that's Rear Brakes not the front brakes wore out I
mean down to practically nothing!! Absolutely very disappointing to say the least. The
dealership did replace them at no cost. But, I do NOT tow. I do not carry heavy loads. I treat this
pickup very nicely. I don't baby it. I don't manhandle it or drive it like a racecar. Very, very
disappointed!! The brakes are not deigned to work for any reasonable length of time without
being redone. This is clearly a design flaw". Carried it back at K and found out only front was
replaced, not the back and had Back Breaks replaced. Carried back after , miles and told rotors
not turned at last repair. Still have issues with brakes and quit going to this dealer. I replaced
the front brake rotors and disc brake pads with aftermarket parts from Autozone. Brake pad
wear was uneven. The problem has now been resolved. Finally I purchased, drilled and slotted

rotors,problem solved. Also my son has the same year f with the same problem,he also
replaced his with drilled and slotted, problem gone. No towing or hard driving. Warping
occurred again within 20K miles. Warping occurred a third time but I put up with it much as I
knew they wouldn't take another resurfacing. Advised parts salesman of internet price and was
told they could match that price. Ordered them and picked them up the following day.
Confirmed they had 6 lug pattern and were vented by removing from their boxes. Parts rep
confirmed fitment for my vehicle. Took them out of their boxes, placed them in bed of truck and
left truck at dealership then next day for installation of the new rotors and pads. Service writer,
who was unaware I purchased the rotors from HIS parts department, called to say rotors I
supplied were the wrong part as they had 7 lug holes, but luckily, they had the 6 lug rotors in
stock. After racing to the dealership to confront them, I asked where the truck was. I was walked
to it and found two 7 lug rotors in the bed. I then informed them I'd bought the rotors from their
parts department and confirmed the part numbers and lug pattern with the parts department
sales rep prior to buying them. I further told him I have the boxes at home to prove it. The only
thing I failed to do was take a photo of the rotors I supplied while laying in my truck bed. I told
the service writer that for his explanation to be true, it would mean that neither the parts rep or I
could count past 6 and that Ford put the wrong rotor in the wrong box, not once but twice. Not
even a red face. In any event, the new rotors haven't warped in the 30K miles since they were
put on. Perhaps the stock rotors were inferior, I don't know. I was told, at one point, that
Motorcraft rotors are superior to the OEM rotors, but later was told the opposite from another
service writer. Who knows? In any event, the whole episode was tiring. Dealership suggested
that it was because I wasn't driving the vehicle enough I was out of the country frequently with
the military at the time. Ford said they overheated, I have never towed anything, I have never
loaded more than a few hundred pounds in the bed. I am not in the habit of riding the brakes or
making quick stops. I drove commercially for Greyhound Lines for 39 years and am aware of my
habits related to braking. Ford turned rotors twice on front at 15, and 30,00 miles, did not
replace pads either time. Required machining on 3 occasions. Replaced them with after market
rotors, and have had no problems since. Not sure why. After driving it for a month, there was a
"pop" in front L suspension when turning L and with a bump driveway. Brakes were pulling and
making a funny sound. Vehicle still under factory warranty. Bushings replaced and required a
total brake job with rotors and pads - one rotor cracked. Not a good job of pre-sale inspection
by dealer". I took it in at km to have serviced. All at 25, km". Replaced with aftermarket units,
and have had no problems since. Took to dealership and they said the rotors were worn which
is highly unusual for a low mileage truck. Warranty would not cover it. Living with it till is gets
worse". Had them looked at several times but never has been fixed. Not road hunting, but to get
to and from where I hunt as I have two artificial knees and am very restricted as to where I can
hunt and how far I can walk. The squeaking tells the whole world, not just the big game where I
am!! What a crock!! Another disappointing feature about this pickup. Ford just does NOT make
them like they used to. Ford checked them said no problem. Also said nothing could be done. I
knew better, I have worked in the automotive industry for over 50 years. I knew there was no
safety hazard as long as there was plenty of pad. There is two remedys, 1. Put disc brake quite
on the back of the pads. Install a better grade of pad". Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. When I last drove it the camera was
perfect. When I returned the backup camera was dead. Camera had to be replaced. Service tech
witnessed problem in service driveway, had car overnight, problem could not be duplicated in
service bay. Techs could not obtain computer codes to identify the problem once vehicle was in
their service bay. After second camera began malfunctioning, tech hooked computer to vehicle
while in reverse and with parking brake on in their service driveway. Codes were obtained but
were determined to not be responsible for the problem. The third camera replacement began to
work intermittently and dealership said they'd seek help from Ford who told them if no
computer codes were being thrown, leave it alone. Coincidently, the camera began behaving
and has not gone sideways since! The camera has been replaced and serviced several times.
Frustratingly, it quits working then resumes before we can get the vehicle into the shop for
service. Fixes it 9 out of 10 times on first try, but sometimes requires a second cycle. Once
shortly after purchase in and repaired under warranty. Malfunctioned in Dealership cleaned and
updated unit and reinstalled. Screen goes blank and this is re-occurring. Issue was corrected at
the dealership. Comes back on after warm up. It is not a fuse. Insurance had to cover and sued
Ford for the repair cost. Dealership said they have dozens of solenoids go bad. Can give you a
better explanation of the engineering factors. I am a previous automotive engineer". Complete
module needed replacement". Bluetooth works fine for entertainment and calling but GPS is a
bomb and Ford help was no help". Opted not to replace unit because all other functions remain
operating. Sometimes it works fine, other times it doesn't". Contacted Ford and the sent me to a

dealer and it was fixed on a extended code from Ford". Multiple times I needed to change Sync".
Shutting down engine and ignition one or two times seems to solve the problem. I have found
this causes more distractions trying to get it to work than if I just answered a handheld phone.
Disappointing since this was a major reason I updated my vehicle in the first place. I can't have
my cell phone attached because it does not work consistently. The programing from the column
doesn't work correctly. In order to fix it I had to go to the dealership and wait for the guy that is
there twice a week to help me. He didn't fix it. I hate that one only part of my truck. Have had it
replaced 3 times with refurbished parts, but they failed within a month. I plan to replace the
entire system. Screen says "battery saver" is turning radio off". They want too much money.
The updates should be free. I have a new Apple iPhone 10Xmax". Sometimes it would recognize
the command but other times it would think I was talking to Siri iPhone voice assistance. SYNC
no longer recognizes incoming text messages, won't read them aloud, and won't let me respond
using voice commands. Siri still pairs to the SYNC system however. So if I want to send a text I
have to unpair my phone, then use iPhone voice commands to send the text. Not at all a
hands-free operation. All other voice commands, such as making or receiving phone calls or
playing music from my phone, still work with SYNC just fine. Took it to the ford dealer they had
problems for a two weeks and finally, Ford figured it out. We could drive it but no radio, no
cruise control and no navigation. Also, unable to reset "oil change required" after oil change".
This repair took two all day visits shortly before the extended warranty expired". Sometimes
this will work but usually not, so I don't bother trying to use it again that day! The part had to be
ordered which required me to take the vehicle in twice for a whole day. It does not understand
what I am saying - or even close to what I am saying. It is 'frustrating' to say the least! I have
had the pickup back to the local Ford dealer several times for this problem. And all I use it for is
to direct it to ca". AC would not cool. Only blows warm air". It started to make an unusual noise,
but was still working. The vehicle was at the dealership for the day while it was replaced.
Restarting the vehicle usually fixes the issue". Passenger side was fine. Duel Climate Control It
was an apparent rare issue. It was covered by extended warranty. Both not commanded by the
driver and are unresponsive to thermostat or fan blower settings. Only happened once. During
hot weather. Problem resolved. Repaired at Ford dealership. Took couple days to get parts.
Complicated repair but was done successfully. A mechanical louver door for mixing air was
broken and blew out very hot air constantly. Ford never was able to fix this even though vehicle
was in multiple times while under warranty for this problem. Cost The dashed was pulled and
the evap coil was replaced. Not long after that, the middle damper door quit working, the blower
motor started to run with noise and then started vibrating while running. Damper door, blower
motor and fan all were replaced. Just too coincidental for me - Just saying. The fan will
constantly try to come on and then stop. Dealer fixed the problem but it returned. Purchased an
extended warranty at this point and then dealer replaced the fan motor, dash panel. Problem
has not returned. I have creaking noises from the automatic doors in the system that several
mechanics have struggled getting stopped". Heater quits working. I have to shut off the climate
system to stop it. The truck has 2 of these motors, so I had the other still functioning motor
replaced to avoid the exorbitant labor cost". This is a known and common problem but no recall
was ever issued for it, which made me a little angry The blower tries to work but cuts off
immediately. So no air conditioning". Replaced blower motor and resistor Known issue with my
model". Changed out and has worked fine so far. Summer is coming, we will see. Replaced
thankfully under extended warranty. Ford dealership identified problem. Thank God we had
purchased an extended warranty! We will pick up truck tomorrow and hopefully everything will
be as it should be. Unacceptable at this mileage, yet out of warranty". So fan would not operate.
It was January and 20 below zero. Ford has not been able to trouble shoot this problem". It
appears to be a common problem with the O-ring seals in a tee fitting. Dye was placed in with
refrigerant to detect place of leak. To date, no leak has shown itself. Ford added freon. During
regular maintenance I expressed my concern about the cooling. The technician confirmed my
problem when he found a coolant leak which was repaired on the same visit. Taking to get
checked out this week". Last summer, I could barely get a cool breeze out of it. A recharge of
the system with RA by the dealer seems to have corrected the problem". Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. Just installed a new water pump two weeks ago,". The
lights and electronics stayed functional draining the battery. Resulting in difficulty starting
thevtruck after shutting the engine off. This has happened twice. The repair was fiffetentvesch
time". On some occasions will not shift but is stuck between. Must fiddle with selectors or turn
off engine. Turning the truck off and back on sometimes fixes it, other times we have to switch
to manual and try to shift gears that way. Was repaired at no cost under a super secret extended
warranty issued by Ford. The transmission thuds in and out of gear". There is a recall on the F

for slipping transmission". We took it back to the dealer and they did nothing about it. We're
probably going to try again because after a year it's still showing this problem". Would have
trouble periodically getting ojutvof first gear". Molded lead frame and reprogrammed". Had it
done, later got another recall of the recall necessitating another visit to gt the correct computer
recoding done. There may be some minor anomalies of shifting patterns after this work. Fix is
not completed by for yet. I have to wait 5 months before the dealer can get to this issue, since
the backlog of recalled vehicles is so long". The repair took one hour to repair the computer
chip. We did not experience any difficulty before or after the recall. Fixed by dealer at no cost to
me. The speedometer will die and the drivers panel will blank out and then the truck will start
having difficulty shifting gears or even get stuck in 1st gear so that the engine revs to the red
line. Issue now part of recall by ford. Computer reprogrammed, valve body replacement, wiring
harness. I did experience this issue. Ford had a recall that fixed that. We have had a continual
problem with an occasional hesitation in transmission shifting when moving at slow speed that
results in a very sudden jerk in the shift. It's a little scary and is impossible to replicate. Its so
sudden that you think you've been rearended. I did have a few instances where the
transmission slipped. It was corrected, but it took 6 months to get an appointment, which was
ridiculous. Within 10 miles had transmission clunk and it went into limp mode. Dealer found no
trouble". So far, the truck still shifts quickly, quietly, and smoothly". Recall notice issued and
fixed at no cost by dealer. Speedo and other indications shifted down to 5th while traveling at
hwy speed and would not shift below 3rd, making takeoff difficult once stopped. Paid out of
pocket for repair, it later became a recall item but have never been reimbursed for repairs made
out of pocket. Warranty covered all work costs. Drove on a vert rough road and problem cleared
itself. One month ago truck did the same thing when daughter drove it. Limped home, only 3
miles, and parked it. Called Ford dealer, then drove it to the dealer, about 10 miles. Truck started
out good and reached highway speed , 65 mph, approx. Got to Ford dealer and had service
manager get in the truck for a ride. He noted the problems said it needed a new wiring harness
in transmission. Ford fixed the problem with no cost to me. Afterwards the vehicle would on
shift hard between 2nd to 5th gear. Was repaired at not cost under a super-secret extended
warranty issued by Ford. Transmission would drop into lower gear". Had to replace the 4x4
vacuum locking hub. High failure rate. For a truck only being 4 years old should not have
happened. Ford knows it's a problem issues tech bulletins". Hand 4. This did not full-engage the
teeth, which periodically caused a mild grinding sound. Replacing the vacuum lines to each IWE
solved the issue. Never caused outright failure. Switch to 4WD noise goes away. I have
switched out bad component yet". Dealer replaced switch. Ford doesn't have a fix. Only seems
to be on vehicles with" auto" transfer case". I brought it in for service and said they did
something but the problem still persist". I've had it to the dealer twice Kindle Ford and they say
their unable to duplicate and say there is no problem. Very frustrating. Paid dealer to lubricate
some sort of spline. Driveline has always vibrated at about 50 mph". Without warning, the truck
started shaking violently. I was approaching an exit when this happened, and was able to get
the truck off of the road safely before the drive shaft completely fell out of the truck. It appears
that a u-joint failed, doing thousands of dollars of damage to the transfer case and drive shaft. I
had an extended warranty from Ford, but they didn't want to cover the damage because it
happened so soon after purchase. After dozens of photos of the truck and several trips back to
the dealer, Ford did pay to repair the truck. Requires major repair and replacement of glass.
Cannot get an appointment for repair. Intermittent blower failure". Vehicle was dying randomly.
Took Ford dealership 3 hours to locate issue". One day the ac will stop working. Another day
the emissions lights come on. Another day it just won't turn on. And so on". Currently
experiencing "Hill Descent Control Fault", which causes vehicle to go into limp mode on
highway. Very dangerous". This is a known problem with the F, but Ford has done nothing
about it. When the vehicle goes into limp mode on the highway, it creates a very dangerous
situation". Technician found metal in the transfer case fluid. Had the transfer case replaced
under Ford extended service contract. High failure rate with Ford BW transfer case. Case was
drained and refilled with new fluid. Currently, am just adding coolant as needed. Was fixed
under warranty. The dealer said this was because of a leak through the anti-collision light above
the bed. The light has been replaced twice and still leaks. Replaced part of the connection
between the reservoir and cooling system. Diagnosed as a leak of a seal. Expensive to repair.
Water pump was the problem. I was told it was because of the anti-collision light leaking. It has
been replaced twice, and I still have the leak. I told the dealer the drivers door wasn't latching
securely and I thought that's where the leak came from. They checked it out but said the door
was secure. It still leaks and I can hear air around the door when I'm driving. He advised me to
keep an eye on it. Level continued to drop slowly over next miles. Truck is currently at another
Ford dealer for a second opinion. Noticed a leak around the windwshield". The light was

replaced, but the problem came back. It is an issue that Ford knows about but did not do a
recall on. It is not a safety issue". Apparently a known problem with f cooling systems. Should
have been a recall, but Ford decided not to tell any one". Front door is anchored to rear door.
Result is too much movement and too much rattling over bumps. Doors, dash, other areas.
Started shortly after purchase but something I live with. It is a newer vehicle with few miles and
we feel it should not make these noises at all". Right by the ear". Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. The cause was a
burned valve. Took the truck to a large ford dealer Tasca Ford for the repair. The Service
Manager only wanted to do the valves in one head. I had to argue with him and insist that they
do the valves in both heads while the engine was apart. This is a basic mechanical concept
since the valves in both heads have been exposed to the same wear and tare. In addition the
cost for this repair was exorbitant. The mechanics assigned to the job was less than competent.
I had to take the truck back to the dealer an additional 2 times to get them to properly seal the
engine so it did not leak oil. My Extended Warranty Claim was denied because they say the
spark plug caused the issue, and they say the original OEM sparkplug is not covered under the
extended warranty. Ford does not have an approved helicoil repair for my engine, so I have to
replace the entire engine head if I still want warranty coverage; plus, a helicoil might not wor".
Ford replaced it under the powertrain warranty. Coolant leaks showed leaking gaskets to turbo
chargers. Both Turbo's replaced. Coolant loss continued but burning internally. Eventually
discovered head gasket leaks. Manufacturer replaced motor". First told it was a loose skid plate,
but finally told it was timing chain. Timing change rattles in cold weather. It is a condition that
occurred with some of these engines for a couple of years. About the year '15, the problem no
longer existed. The tension pulley for the timing chain would rattle until the oil pressure
stabilized. No actual failure, but the dealership was able to replicate after a couple of days and
fix it. This issue has been covered under a TSB. Starting to rattle again. Maintenance schedule
followed. Lowered intervals between oil changes. Premium fuel. That vehicle was destroyed in
an accident and I replaced it with the identical truck so that accessories would fit it. The timing
belt then failed on the replacement truck and was not covered under warranty. I took the vehicle
in twice for repair to my local Ford dealer. On the 1st trip, they diagnosed this as a turbo
problem and replaced one of the turbos. A week later the problem occurred again. On the 2nd
trip, the dealer consulted with Ford and diagnosed this a timing chain stretch issue. The timing
chain was replaced along with several other timing chain components. This resolved the
problem. Ford service determined that the timing chain was failing. At oil change mechanics
caught that it was leaking and so i took to ford for repair. It was luckily under CPO powertrain
and so the repair was mostly covered. This happened at only 60k something miles, which is not
much and seems to be very common problem reading about it online, which is disappointing.
Dealer replaced it while under warranty". The first time, it was under warenty and required
complete replacement and new software, it occurred at about 70, miles. The most recent turbo
replacement occurred at , miles due to oil leaks. This caused the driver side climate control to
blow only hot air regardless of climate setting. I had to drive on the shoulder to avoid being run
over. Brought it to Fox Ford and they told me one turbo was bad and the other looked like it was
about to go also. Had both replaced. Now they say the timing chain is bad and need to be
replaced. Said the turbo and timing chain go bad often on this Eco-boost engine". Would not
fix". I hear since that it is a known common problem with the ecoboost engine for a while but
ford won't fix it untill this issue happens to you. Their fix is to put a thin ]lasting sheet over the
bottom half of the intercooler to keep it from being as effective at doing its job". The truck lost
power and slowed way down. This was not covered under warranty, but Ford acknowledges that
there is a problem at about , miles. They will not have a recall on this. I think they should". Paint
fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. The
dealer said there was a defect in the primer and paint application. Pictures were sent to Ford.
Ford said since it was beyond warranty they would not authorize the repair. This must be done
prior to installing a spray on bed liner. Mud flaps alone are not enough! Top coat only, primer
intact. No repair attempted to date". Entire door was replaced using warranty. Front Bumper
could be explained by rock chips causing the premature rust, but there is no explanation for the
roof rusting. When compared to the rest of the body of the vehicle, it would appear the roof was
not corrosion treated properly before it was painted. In less than a year the inside bottom of the
tailgate had rust on it. Also the area around the wheel well started to rust a short time after the
rust warranty was up. Started about 6 months after we purchased the vehicle in We sprayed it
with Rustoleum and it lasted for about a year but it tends to recur. Cost prohibitive to repair.
Needed a new bed body". Very cheap running boards. Rear wheel wells rusting after 6 years".
Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call
Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Ford F Change Vehicle. We tested two versions

of the Ford F pickup: one with the new 5. Performance numbers for the two engines were nearly
identical overall, but we liked the V8's sound better than the more high-tech V6's. Both of our
trucks got the same fuel economy -- 15 mpg overall, which was then strong for the class. There
are 3 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots.
Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall
Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major.
Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Antilock system ABS "There was a recall
on this vehicle for this issue. This was one of many systems that were faulty and gave many
drivers issues" Anonymous, Ford F Platinum 3. This is clearly a design flaw" Cathy C. I am a
previous automotive engineer" John I. This repair took two all day visits shortly before the
extended warranty expired" Norman D. And all I use it for is to direct it to ca" Tim T. The truck
has 2 of these motors, so I had the other still functioning motor replaced to avoid the exorbitant
labor cost" Anonymous, SC Ford F FX4 3. So no air conditioning" Troy H. A recharge of the
system with RA by the dealer seems to have corrected the problem" Larry D. Coolers and lines
"Transmission line broke leaking fluid out completely. The repair was fiffetentvesch time" Allan
W. The transmission thuds in and out of gear" Denise D. There is a recall on the F for slipping
transmission" Brent W. We're probably going to try again because after a year it's still showing
this problem" Anonymous, Ford F Unsure 5. Molded lead frame and reprogrammed" Lisa S. I
have to wait 5 months before the dealer can get to this issue, since the backlog of recalled
vehicles is so long" Brent W. So far, the truck still shifts quickly, quietly, and smoothly" Michael
S. Only seems to be on vehicles with" auto" transfer case" Dennis B. I brought it in for service
and said they did something but the problem still persist" Anonymous, LA Ford F Lariat 3.
Driveline has always vibrated at about 50 mph" Michele W. And so on" Denise D. Very
dangerous" Gary L. When the vehicle goes into limp mode on the highway, it creates a very
dangerous situation" Gary L. Air or water leaks "Coolant leaks have occurred around a fitting in
the coolant system. It is not a safety issue" Larry D. Cylinder head "Cyl 7 has low compression
and missing causing engine light to come on. Ford does not have an approved helicoil repair for
my engine, so I have to replace the entire engine head if I still want warranty coverage; plus, a
helicoil might not wor" Anonymous, TN Ford F Lariat 3. Said the turbo and timing chain go bad
often on this Eco-boost engine" Bill C. Would not fix" Arnoldo L. Their fix is to put a thin ]lasting
sheet over the bottom half of the intercooler to keep it from being as effective at doing its job"
Anonymous, MO Ford F XLT 3. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. It is a big vehicle. Hard to park

in a parking space swings very wide. You sit it very high which helps you see forward and
sides. It is hard to backup. It is a truck so I think I will get , miles on it for the long run. As long
as I change my oil and do regular maintenance on it. Other than the normal things like light
bulbs going out and the emergency brake squeeling I have not had any things go wrong with it.
My husbaand died and I thought I would trade it but enjoy driving it wo much I decided to just
do regular maintainanceon it. Love love it. Change Year. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For
Sale Near Me. King Ranch. SVT Raptor. Select Model: XL. Optional Torque: ft. Optional
Horsepower: hp. Optional Payload Capacity: - lbs. Mechanical Features 3. Optional Maximum
Payload: lbs. Compare Models XL. Gross Vehicle Weight. Exterior Features Full size spare tire.
Black manual side mirrors. Black pwr side mirrors. Black front bumper fascia. Rear solar tint
glass. Variable interval wipers. Deployable cupholder under center portion of seat. Tilt steering
column. Black urethane steering wheel. Gauges -inc: fuel gauge, voltmeter, oil pressure, engine
coolant temp, speedometer, tachometer, odometer. Remote keyless entry key. Manual air
conditioning. Black vinyl floor covering. Front passenger side A-pillar grab handle. Safety
Canopy front side curtain airbags. SOS post crash alert system. Auto lock safety belt feature for
child seats. Tire pressure monitoring system. Randy P wrote on February 9, Elizabeth Pich
wrote on January 18, See All Reviews Continue to Overview. It is a big vehicle. Hard to park in a
parking space swings very wide. You sit it very high which helps you see forward and sides. It
is hard to backup. It is a truck so I think I will get , miles on it for the long run. As long as I
change my oil and do regular maintenance on it. Other than the normal things like light bulbs
going out and the emergency brake squeeling I have not had any things go wrong with it. My
husbaand died and I thought I would trade it but enjoy driving it wo much I decided to just do
regular maintainanceon it. Love love it. Comfort level is high, leaks water into dashboard when
it rains, gas mileage is really great, really spacious inside, the Bluetooth stopped working a
couple of years back so it does not allow to pair new phones and sync up your contacts or play
music from your phone. The captains chairs in the front are extremely comfortable and good for
the back. It is extremely fast: horse power andprovides a super comfortable ride. Emergency
break has seized, serpentine belt on engine needed replacement, alternator belt needed
replacement, air conditioner needed repair no longer worked, and the 4 Wheel Dr. I am probably
missing a good many other repairs. This truck has had 63 recalls on it in six years. That is
utterly ridiculous. I will never ever buy another Ford vehicle again. So far there has not been a
lot of problems, just maintenance. I love this truck because it's comfortable, easy to drive, and
reliable. It looks nice and rides comfortably. The cost of repairs haven't been super expensive
and they haven't been extensive. This truck rides nice both off road and on the highway. This
truck tows like there's nothing behind it and is a great truck overall. Do a quick google search
about about F esp. I really love the truck that I have. It has many useful tools and features in the
truck like Bluetooth and several cup holders and a lot of cargo space which I love. The color is a
big plus! There is plenty of room in the cab which makes it great for travel with friends or family.
No problems at all. Great ride and dependability. I like how it handles on the highway, smooth
ride. The seating is spacious and comfortable. I like sitting up higher which includes visibility.
Ford f has an awesome stereo system with Bluetooth and all that other components. I have
absolutely no problems with my truck and would buy another one. I love my truck so much my
husband bought one just like it - same color only 4x4 and he loves his truck too. Very
comfortable and extremely reliable. Gets us where we need and want to go. Reliable, tough,
dependable, powerful v8, comfortable ride, decent mpg for a truck. Hauls anything I can tow
without a problem. Like the looks of it. Lots of legroom for front and rear passenger even
though it is an extended truck. Runs and drives great thru Michigan snow. Very reliable vehicle,
almost k miles and still running with no issues. Gas mileage has dropped a little over time, was
mph, now closer to mph. Not too long to park but not too short to still be able to haul lumber,
mattresses, misc stuff. Very reliable truck. I can go mudding. I can go off-roading. Everything
works and is in tip top shape. I do not think I would want any other vehicle unless I really
needed one. Once this one goes, I will probably get another ford hands down the best make. It
is a great reliable car, has a good amount of space in the back. Runs smooth, perfect for
traveling. As a person who is constantly on the road, the miles are good on the truck, I am never
worried that something will happen. The ford is a great name and holds it value, the brand runs
in the family. The vehicle drives very well, but it seems to wear down the tires too quickly with
normal driving habits. The sync Bluetooth system does not always work properly, but overall it
is great. I have never had any other problems with the truck, and we tow a camper a few times a
year with it. I love the vehicle because it is super convenient to move things in and out of the
places. When moving or buying furniture. Moving equipment it is great! Very versatile also fits 6
people on the cabin. The cabin is very spacious and the electronics on the car are very easy to
use. Low maintenance and engine. It sounds like my struts are getting worn. The truck is very

comfortable and spacious. Everything under the hood is easy to get to. Motor and transmission
work great at miles. I have had my truck for a little over 3 years and have had no problems
besides a ball bearing. I have little to know rust on my truck and it seats six comfortably with
space to bring camping supplies. Cloth seating makes it a little difficult if you have animals
jumping in and out and children but with a good scrub it can come clean. I bought the truck
about two years ago and put heavy wear and tear on it. I now have , miles on it and it runs
perfect. Have had zero issues under the hood. It is pulled my horse, my boyfriends mud truck,
and several trailers with construction materials, the interior is all plastic super convenient when
it comes to cleaning! Overall it is a good truck, unfortunately I have had a few mechanical
issues that set back my experience. After getting that done I haven't had any more issues, gets
an average of My ford f is a great mixture of having a large vehicle that can tow and haul most
things yet also gets decent fuel mileage on a day to day basis. I am a bit of a big guy so the
large interior of the cab is a game changer as far a daily comfort is concerned. My truck is
getting older it's over one hundred thousand miles of the odometer but it still runs top a top,
starts up and runs every day like it just rolled off the factory floor. Overall little to know
complaints it aged and wore well. I will be buying another one. Truck drives great, takes bumps
and potholes like a champ. Sync system can use some work, very laggy and radio screen has a
lot of issues. Great space in the back for tall people. Interior speakers are better after upgrading
them. Truck has not broken down on me once, only have needed to change out two fuses. My
ford fx4 is the most reliable and durable truck I have ever owned. The inside is fully loaded and
extremely spacious. The only issues I have noticed is very poor fuel efficiency and there was
one manufacturer recall. It is very powerful, comfortable, and an overall very high quality
vehicle. Wish the base mode had more features, better seats, better cloth on seats, many
features break after a couple of years, example foldable cup holder, also needs more places to
be able to power equipment, this is a work truck. Sync needs better voice commands. My
vehicle is the best truck I have ever owned, the performance has been great, it has been very
reliable. The seats are well built, comfortable and made of high quality material. What I love
most is the back up camera which make parking easier. The wheels I bought the truck with were
well built lasted me 6 years and was still in good shape when I changed them. My overall
experience has been great,. Change Year. Owner Review
2001 ford ranger cabin air filter location
brown and brown gmc
280z thermo time switch
s See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature
Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems
Reviews. Reliability Reviews. King Ranch. SVT Raptor. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most
Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Randy P wrote on February 9, Elizabeth Pich wrote on
January 18, Ashley M wrote on January 5, Alyssa M wrote on October 25, Hulen Bryant wrote on
October 14, Brian F wrote on October 12, Mike K wrote on October 9, Marykay H wrote on
October 8, Doug P wrote on October 8, Brad T wrote on October 7, Hailey D wrote on October 5,
Isaac M wrote on October 3, Ana P wrote on October 1, Ryan L wrote on September 30, Kaitlyn
B wrote on September 29, Sashina L wrote on September 29, Taylor D wrote on September 28,
Trinity L wrote on September 28, Juan L wrote on September 27, Christopher F wrote on
September 26, Rene P wrote on September 25, Jason R wrote on September 23, Continue to
Overview.

